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The physical causes of depression may be more complicated than we had realised 
Photo: PA/Belga 
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In the past, I have resisted reading books about depression, whether by sufferers or 
by psychiatrists. It is only now, nearly a decade after my own last major depressive 
episode, that I have plucked up the courage to do so. I felt I knew enough of the 
horror of this illness and was frightened that reading about others’ experience might 
return me to a dark place. Equally, I knew that since the 1980s, when Prozac was 
discovered, our scientific knowledge of depression has hardly changed; nor has its 
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treatment. For the last 30 years, sufferers have been offered medication in the form 
of antidepressants, with some cognitive behavioural therapy. I doubted any doctor 
had much new to tell me. 

My perspective has changed since my own recovery. When Darkness Seems My 
Closest Friend by Mark Meynell, a former minister, offers a tantalising prospect: a 
book about what it means to live with depression as a Christian. 

Meanwhile, our scientific knowledge about depression has recently undergone 
dramatic change. Edward Bullmore is at the forefront of this revolution. A professor 
of psychiatry at Cambridge, he is the author of a book which truly deserves to be 
called groundbreaking. The Inflamed Mind reveals radical new science on the link 
between depression and inflammation of the brain and body. 

The topic of inflammation has preoccupied me for a few years now. Five years ago, I 
was intrigued when my GP suggested I try eating more “happy foods”, namely dark 
green leafy vegetables, oily fish and dark chocolate, to treat my own depression. Oily 
fish in particular, she told me, was anti-inflammatory. Changing my diet did indeed 
improve my own low mood. 

Bullmore explains why. He argues that depression is not a mental, but a physical, 
illness caused by inflammation. Inflammation is the body’s first line of defence: it 
occurs when the immune system’s messenger molecules (known as cytokines) alert 
our white blood cells (known as macrophages) to attack and destroy invaders, such 
as bacterial infection. 

As part of the immune response, the blood vessels expand to bring more blood to 
the damaged area to repair it. The most obvious signs of inflammation are the 
redness and swelling that occur when you cut yourself, for instance. 

So inflammation is a good thing. But this immune response can be a doubled-edged 
sword. Friendly fire can damage healthy cells too. High levels of inflammation are 
now known to be associated with most chronic diseases, including diabetes and 
cancer, as well as rheumatoid arthritis, asthma and gum disease. Once we accept 
Bullmore’s shift in our understanding of mental illness, the next step is to consider 
new treatments. For decades, drug treatments for depression were largely limited to 
SSRI drugs. 

The thinking was that depressed people didn’t have enough serotonin. But if 
Bullmore’s inflammation theory is proved right, in the foreseeable future patients 
could be leaving their GP surgery with a much more varied package, including anti-
inflammatory drugs. This is electrifying news for the third of patients who currently 
don’t respond to antidepressants. 

Patients with severe depression might also benefit from electrical stimulation of the 
vagus nerve, which runs from the gut to the brain. Changes in diet – as I have 
already found — and lifestyle could be effective, too, including meditation and 
therapy. In short, Bullmore recommends my own holistic approach to managing this 
illness which integrates strategies for both mind and body. Time is up for the 
Cartesian divide. 



At the end of his engrossing and powerful memoir, Meynell also shares his thoughts 
on managing the symptoms of depression. He reminds us of the inscriptions in the 
mountain shrine to the God of Apollo at Delphi: “Know thyself” and “Nothing in 
excess” – strictures he himself has struggled at times to follow. 

He charts his own descent into what he calls the cave of depression when on 
sabbatical from a busy nine-year stint as part of the staff of All Souls, Langham 
Place in London. It should have been a happy period, with time to write. But he 
became isolated, bereft of his usual moorings, and was soon engulfed in “billows of 
despair and lostness”. 

There is nothing trite about his account. He navigates us through the darkness of 
despair, and shines religious light on issues such as shame, guilt and fear which so 
often accompany depression, as I know only too well. 

As we journey with him, we are reminded that we are not alone. He points to a 
Saviour who brings us hope, writing: “The sole reason why I felt I could still do 
business with God in my bewilderment was what he allowed to be included in the 
Bible.” Namely the Psalms, and more precisely, Psalm 88: 16-18: “You have taken 
from me friend and neighbour – darkness is my closest friend.” 

Prayer is one salvation. And what if we are too ill to pray, again an experience I 
remember only too well? Meynell tells us to ask our closest friends to pray for us and 
recommends the great Anglican liturgies of the Book of Common Prayer. My own 
favourite line when I was unwell was from Corinthians: “My strength is made perfect 
in weakness.” It gave me courage when I had none, and a deeper understanding of 
mental illness – as did these two remarkable books. 
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